
Harness Measuring Guide

A: COM to COM: ________	 	 B: Nose band: ________	 	 C: Brow Band: _________ 

D: Length of Horse: _______	 	 E: Height: _______	 	 	 F: Girth: ________ 

G: Turn Back Strap: ________	 	 H: Breast Collar: _______	 	 I: Breeching: ________ 

J: Neck Collar: ________ 

	 	 Measured By: __________________________  Date: _______________

Horse’s Name: ______________________	 	 	 	 Owner’s Name: ______________________

A: When measuring COM to COM make sure your measuring tape is directly behind the horse’s ears. Start at the corner of the 
mouth on one side and end at the exact corner of the mouth on the other side. If you are between two measurements - choose the 
smaller of the two (34 1/2” choose 34”) 
B: Find the facial bone and then measure two fingers below the bottom of that bone. Make sure the measuring tape is level and 
straight all the way around the horse's nose. If you are between two measurements- choose the larger of the two. 
C: Make sure you have a halter on, preferably a flat nylon one, and include the width of the halter in your brow band 
measurement. Also make sure the halter is directly behind the horse’s ears.  
D: Length of horse is Point of Shoulder to Point of Hip, following along the horse's side in as straight a line as you can. It helps to 
have two people for this one. Use a flat edge, ruler or piece of cardboard to find the exact edge of the horse's hip. 
E: You can use a measuring tape to measure the height of the horse. Hold a flat edge, ruler or piece of cardboard, on the top of 
the withers, to help you make an accurate measurement. 
F: When measuring the girth make sure you have the measuring tape laying where you saddle will lay, on the flattest part of the 
back, behind the back of the shoulder blade. DO NOT measure around the withers or directly in the girth groove. This will result 
in a measurement that is too small. If you are between two measurements- choose the larger of the two. 
G: Measure from where the BACK of the saddle will be along the back to the top of the tail. Just allow the tape to lay on the 
horse’s back, don’t pull it super tight. If you are between two measurements- choose the smaller of the two. 
H: If you are getting a Deluxe Style Breast collar then measure just in front of the back of the shoulder as this breast collar needs 
to be a bit shorter. If you are getting a straight style or a standard curve breast collar then measure to the back of the shoulder. 
I: Breeching is measured from the middle of the flank swirl around the widest part of the rump to the middle of the flank swirl on 
the other side. 
J: You can measure the neck collar a few different ways. Using two carpenter squares, put them into a C shape and lay along the 
front of the horse’s shoulder, snug the top of the square to the top of the neck and snug the bottom square tight against the base 
of the neck. If your horse has a lot of mane part the mane when you measure. If you don’t have carpenter squares then you can 
cut 2 L shapes out of cardboard large enough to span your horse’s neck. Measure the same as above. DO NOT EYE THIS!!!


